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Why?

There are several reasons, but the main one is a very complicated way in

numerical treatment of Faddeev equations with proper account of 3N forces 

well above the 3N-breakup threshold.

There is a sharp contrast between rather simple and direct few-body BOUND-

STATE CALCULATIONS and very tedious SCATTERING CALCULATIONS even 

for a three-body case.

The theoretical groups of Bochum and Hannover are nearly the unique in the world  

who are able to make fully realistic 3N scattering calculations above 3N-breakup 

threshold at energies EN~30-300 MeV using completely realistic 2N and 3N

interactions.
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Let’s illustrate this by Faddeev equations for three identical bosons

(from H. Liu, Ch. Elster and W. Gloeckle)
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Area of q’’-integration in the plane q’’-q
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For clear illustration we consider the case of simple s-wave interactions

using the reduction scheme of Ahmadzadeh and Tjon: 
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Rewriting the -function in terms of cos 22:

at

in any other case.        

Now, we’ll make the integration over cos 22 in eq. (24)                      

and find the equation 

where

and
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It follows from the Eq. (27) that three-body wave functions s in right- and left-

hand sides are given in different sets of coordinates:

So, when iterating the Eq. (27) we must interpolate at each iteration step: 

at every coordinate mesh-point! This leads to many thousands, or even many 

hundred thousands multi-dimensional interpolations at every interpolation step!!

These difficulties get much worse when treating the general three-nucleon case 

of many coupled partial waves.  

2 2,     ,s sp q p q

2 2,   v.s.  ,s sp q p q
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Partial-wave reduction for the three-body Faddeev equations
(E.P. Harper, Y.E. Kim, A. Tubis, PRC, 2, 877 (1970).)
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Partial-wave expansion for three-body plane waves:
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Thus, let’s summarize the numerical problems in solving FEqs.

1. Variable integration limits.

2. Moving branching points in equation kernels.

3. Complex deformation for path of integration.

4. Multi-dimensional interpolations.

How to avoid these problems?

It is evident that these problems cannot be avoided by the conventional 

approach. We need to use essentially different representation for 

scattering operators and wavefunctions. 

So, we need a principally new way!!
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Kiji

j

Thus, in our discrete scattering theory, we have discrete matrix functions Kij 

instead of original continuous kernel function K(p,q).

In this new way we want to use the highly effective and very fast GPU-

computations (i.e. computations via ultrafast graphical processors).

So, we should transform the multi-dimensional integral equations into a form

convenient for graphical-processor treatment, i.e. to a pixel-like form.

We may use a transformation which is similar to well-known transformation from

analog to discrete (pixel) digital images, e.g. in a movie production.

The value of every ‘pixel’ Kij is a result 

of integration and some averaging for 

initial integral kernel around the point 

(pi,qj).
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Stationary wave packets and their properties
Discretization of the free Hamiltonian H0 continuum

E0 E1 Ei-1 Ei
Ei

EN*

i

‘Energy’ packets

‘Momentum’ packets
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Behavior of WPs in configuration space

Coordinate behavior of wave packets for different ratios of 

their widths to their momentum eigenvalues di/qi
*
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The smaller wave-packet width 

corresponds to slower decrease 

of its wavefunction at the 
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Momentum representation

qi-1 qi

di

q

xi(q)

By applying the projector

one obtains
1

N

i i

i

x x

The basis element xi looks like 

a rectangular impulse.

to any function continuous over q,

disk

1

N

i i

i

C x

disk ( )q

q
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Now one can project the Schroedinger equation onto such a lattice space and 

come to purely matrix problem

disk disk disk disk, где ,k k k kE H    
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Two faces of the wave-packet basis

 The WPB can be considered as orthonormalized

‘localized’ plane-wave basis which is ideally suited for 

scattering calculations.

 On the other hand, we can consider this complete L2-

basis as appropriate basis for conventional variational

calculations like Harmonic oscillator or Gaussian bases.
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Wave packets as a basis for variational solution

MTIII potential

Diagonalization procedure:

Bound state

r, fm

Wave-packet pseudo-

states with positive 

energies are very close

to exact scattering 

wave packets 

(corresponding to the 

total Hamiltonian). This

property takes place

in asymptotic

region as well.  
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It is well known that exact

wave functions of the Coulomb

Hamiltonian continuum cannot be

expanded over exact plane waves

because of the infinite radius of the

Coulomb force.

But we found that Coulomb

wave-packets can be expanded over

finite set of free wave packets!

Thus, the projection onto the

wave-packet representation is an

effective way for the regularization of

the Coulomb singularities.

Wave-packet functions decrease very slowly, so this basis is ‘long-ranged’ and 

thus is very convenient for approximation of continuum states.

This is also valid for the long-range potentials.  

Wave-packet basis in the Coulomb scattering problem
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Formulation and solution of three- and few-body scattering 

problems in the wave-packet representation

(All formulations and calculations in this part have been done

jointly with my coathors: O.Rubtsova and V.Pomerantsev) 

In general few-body case, WP basis should be constructed in each
Jacobi coordinate set via direct production of each subsystem WP
bases. Such a basis consists of eigenstates of each channel
Hamiltonian.
Lattice representation leads to a complete few-body continuum
discretization.
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The main advantage here is the finite-dimensional representation for the
few-body channel resolvent:

( )
a

a

N

a a a aS
S

G E S SG
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General three-body problem in the Faddeev framework



The permutation operators in the wave-packet basis

The permutation operators can be expressed in our complete three-body 

wave-packet basis as:

these mаtrix elements are 

independent on energy 

and interaction 

where

Using expansion of scattering WPs on a free wave-packet basis

one gets:
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Computation of the permutation operator 

in the wave-packet basis
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Overlap matrix elements in the free wave-packet basis

for S-waves
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Now one should evaluate the integral over the non-smooth part:

two cells, viz. ( p, q) and ( p’, q’). 
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The area of overlap region for two ‘boxes’ ( p, q) and ( p’, q’) can be 

calculated in polar coordinates as:

See eq. (14) for the meaning of symbols.
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The region of integration in the plane ( , ’) is the intersection of the large rectangle S

restricted by the above four straight lines corresponding to four inequalities (the

region of admissible values of and ’) and a small rectangle R(Q) whose vertices

depend on Q-value.

The area of intersection between the large rectangles S and small box R(Q) can be 

evaluated analytically by formulas of elementary geometry.
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To summarize: we have evaluated the matrix elements                        for the 

permutation operator P between the wave-packet basis states (see Eq. (16)). 

These elements are expressed in a simple almost analytical formula.

' ', ,P

:



Wave-packet form of Faddeev equations for nd scattering

Now, having the permutation operators and channel resolvents

expressed in a simple way in the wave-packet basis, the system of

integral equations for the partial Faddeev amplitudes can be reduced

to a simple matrix equation:
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The breakup amplitude A(p,q) can be defined from the same matrix X, viz.

The three-body amplitudes
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To summarize: we have formulated the new framework for solving few- and

many-body scattering equations (e.g. the Faddeev ones) in the wave-packet form.

This clear matrix form makes it possible to simplify enormously the whole solution

of any few-body scattering equation as compared to its conventional form in the

following points:

• The conventional multi-dimensional integral equation with singular kernel (with

complicated moving singularities) is replaced by simple matrix form with regular

(averaged and smoothed) matrix elements.

• Due to this smoothing, there is no need in deformation of the integration path

when solving the singular equation.

• Due to fixed simple form of the overlap matrix for the permutation operator P,

there is no need in very time-consuming multi-dimensional interpolations of the

current solution when one iterates the equation kernel.

• Because of pixel-like form of the regular matrix which approximate the integral

kernel one can parallelize the whole computation of all matrix elements via

ultrafast graphical processor (which can operate with pixel-like data sets with

ultrafast speed).

Thus, all these steps lead to fully new technology for scattering computations.
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Illustrative examples
The benchmark calculation for n-d elastic scattering:

1) s-wave quartet channel (S=3/2)
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2) n-d elastic scattering: s-wave doublet channel (S=1/2)
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Differential cross section of nd elastic scattering at 

Elab=13 MeV (Nijm NN potential): comparison with

the Bochum-group results.

W. Gloeckle*

Wave-packet

* Cross section is

reconstructed from

the partial-wave 

amplitudes

(Phys. Rep. 274 (1996))

(Jmax=7/2)
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Three-body breakup n+d→n+n+p differential cross sections

at Elab=42 MeV

1=45.0
o
, 2=50.54

o
, 12=180

o

1=53.61
o
, 2=53.61

o
, 12=120

o
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GPGPU-calculations for 

few-body scattering problems
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Supercomputer Blue Gene in 

Juelich where all the calculations 

of the Bochum group have been 

performed

Large Supercomputer 

Kraken (Cray), 

University of Tennessee
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The basic problem in our case is how to reduce multi-dimensional integral

equations of few- and many-body scattering to the form most appropriate for

the massive-parallel realization, i.e. via quasi-independent parallel

computations along many thousands threads.

Principal difference between CPU and GPU architectures
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New technology for solving multi-particle scattering problems

1. From the integral (continuous) kernels, we come to a purely discrete (pixel-

like) form of the matrix kernel. So, we get two- (or more) dimensional 

histograms of high size.

2. Usage of superfast graphical processors for fully parallel computation of the 

matrix kernels (pixels).

3. Development of parallel algorithms for all above calculations. 

(i,j)
1

( , ) ( , )ijK p q K K p q dpdq
p q
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New era in computing: GPU computing

“The convergence of new, fast GPUs optimized for

computation as well as 3D-graphics acceleration and vendor-

neutral, industry-standard software development tools means

the real beginning of the GPU computing era”
- Insight64 (NVIDIA)
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Some examples for employment of GPU-computing with 

CUDA-medium in medicine, military applications, modeling 

the physical processes, etc. 

 Air reconnaissance.

 Reconstruction of the detailed object structure on the basis of 3D 

USD-scanning (wide application in oncology).

 Modeling the blood flow in coronary arteries (application in 

angiography).

 Modeling the tsunami propagation over oceans and flood picture of 

the coast.

 Hydrodynamics of viscous fluid flows. 

 Lattice QCD.

 Modeling the particle motion in particle accelerators.

 Oil- and gas prospecting.

 Etc., etc. 
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Air reconnaissance
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Conclusion

Joining together the new methods for pixel-like

discretization of multi-dimensional integral kernels with

new GPGPU-computing in fully parallel mode using

ultrafast graphical processors leads to new era in

computations for multi-particle scattering problems.
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